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FOUNDING SPONSORS

®

SPACECOM IS WHERE INDUSTRY,
AEROSPACE, AND GOVERNMENT MEET
Now in its fifth year, SpaceCom is the only conference and exposition where international
professionals from industry, aerospace, and government convene to strategically explore business
opportunities in this age of accelerating commercial space development. Collaborating with
NASA under a Space Act Agreement and the Department of Commerce on the show, SpaceCom is
positioned as America’s Space Commerce Conference and Exposition.

With focus on the future one trillion-dollar space economy,

CONTENT AREAS INCLUDE:
INTERNATIONAL
The potential for countries, large and small, to benefit from the growing commercial space market.

CROSS INDUSTRY
Strategic value opportunities of integrating land, sea and air domains with space in new supply
chains.

LEO COMMERCIAL SPACE ECONOMY
Status of and prospects for the continuing commercial development of Lower Earth Orbit (LEO).

RETURN TO THE MOON
Solutions to the technical challenges in returning humans to the Moon in a sustainable way.

WORKFORCE OF THE FUTURE
A look at the different skills and education required for an emerging space economy that extends
beyond rocket scientists.

ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Commitment to new technology that supports industry advancement.

FINANCIAL SUPPORT
The global consideration for institutional finance, insurance and capital funding for large projects.

“The mission of SpaceCom and the collaborative opportunities it creates for NASA,
aerospace, and industry align perfectly with this administration’s vision for space.”
— NASA Administrator James F. Bridenstine

AN UNMATCHED INTERNATIONAL FOCUS
The international focus of the conference includes top-level space agency and industry executives as well
as international trade development leaders from more than 40 countries.

The strategic nature of the conference attracts the below
attendees from aerospace, government, industry,
entrepreneurs and spaceports from around the world:
C-Suite and CTOs
Managers
Senior Executives
Administrators
Directors
Business Development Professionals
Engineers
Scientists
Regulatory Affairs

IN 2018,
ALL
10
NASA
CENTERS
were represented at SpaceCom.

JOIN US
AT SPACECOM 2019

Benefits to international engagement with SpaceCom
include:
Building partnerships with NASA and their prime contractors
Seeing how NASA technology has solved challenging
problems still faced in industry
Creating customers for indigenous companies
Understanding how other countries and regions are taking
advantage of the new commercial space economy
Joining in the SpaceCom conference as a speaker,
moderator or panelist
Participating in the Country Pavilions or taking advantage
of sponsorship opportunities

SPECIAL INTERNATIONAL DELEGATION
PACKAGES ARE AVAILABLE!
Packages include:
Reduced rates for consular attendance
Invitations to our VIP Reception
Delegation programs with group rates, private
meeting areas, and ideas for local Houston activities

LEARN MORE ABOUT SPACECOM
Visit www.spacecomexpo.com
Or email info@spacecomexpo.com

